**WARNING!**

NEVER LEAVE YOUR DOG UNATTENDED WHILE TIED UP.

---

**TAKING YOUR DOG’S MEASUREMENTS AND ADJUSTING IDC® POWERHARNESSES AND K9® HARNESSES CORRECTLY**

**ATTENTION!** As from 1 September 2016, it is mandatory to display the information below, including pictograms, on all online sales platforms, where Julius-K9® dog harnesses are sold. This information is complemented with a video. Displaying the video is mandatory as well. All this minimizes the risks of damages resulting from choosing the wrong harness size or from incorrect harness adjustment.

---

**TAKING YOUR DOG’S MEASUREMENTS CORRECTLY**

Taking thorough measurements of your dog is essential for choosing the correct harness size. Place 4 fingers behind the front legs to find where to measure the chest (girth) for harness sizes 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, and 2 fingers to take measurements for sizes Baby1 and Baby2.

---

**PUTTING THE HARNESS ON YOUR DOG**

Before putting on the harness, it is very important to adjust the chest strap and the lower strap under the chest correctly. If the straps are too loose, the dog might be able to back out of the harness. When the lower strap under the chest is too tight, it is merely uncomfortable for the dog. When the chest strap is too tight, the buckle rubs against the dog’s skin in the armpit area, which can cause chafing.

---

**CHOOSING THE CORRECT HARNESS SIZE IS ESSENTIAL FOR A SAFE AND COMFORTABLE USE**

Warning! Choosing the wrong harness size, as well as incorrect harness adjustment and collar use may result in the dog slipping out of the harness or the collar. If the harness is too small, the chest strap puts pressure on the dog’s neck instead of distributing it over the chest area. Choosing the wrong harness size may result in injury.

---

**EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE REGISTRATION NUMBERS**

U09 00241, U10 00002, 001632258-0001, 402010004256-0003, 402010005060-0006, 402010005060-0007, 402010005060-0008, 402010005060-0012, 012040382, 402010005060-0012

---

**WASHING AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS**

Do not Machine wash. Hand wash. Maximum temperature 40°C or 105°F. Wash separately!

- Damp Wash
- Hand Wash
- Detergent Wash
- Detergent Wash
- Drying

Store in a dry place away from direct sunlight.

---

**WHAT TO DO IF THE DOG BACKS OUT OF THE HARNESS?**

In case your dog attempts to slip out of the harness by backing out of it, or tries to pull its head out of the collar, avoid pulling the leash.

---

If the lower strap under the chest is adjusted correctly, there should be enough room for you to fit your fingers between the dog’s back and the harness.